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The Inspector has my earlier statements regarding
 the two means by which the pressure to meet the OAN might be relieved and
 the case for the replacement by the Woodyard at Homesford of the disputed site at Watery
Lane, Ashbourne for travellers.
My purpose, for and at this session, is to discuss the following train of thought :1. It is a disgrace - if I understand it correctly - that DCC's proposal for an A515 by pass was taken out of
previous Local Plans by DDDC and only recently reinstated, but in a weak form, in the current Plan.
2. There is a drawing signed off by DCC Highways showing a clear route from the existing A515 roundabout
near Watery Lane to the A515 north of town through the Watery Lane site. Different lines have been drawn by
consultants. Either way, all routes must be protected. The approval of homes for travellers will introduce serious
legal and human rights issues and damage this strategic location. The approval of any other uses is bound to
harm any campaign to get the road built.
3. It is clear from the recent DCC Services Cabinet meeting that DCC's Cabinet Member for Highways sees no
difficulty with the granting of a lease for a travellers' site on the route of the bypass. That is odd, given that the
site is on land needed for the bypass or in its immediate environs now. More space will probably be needed for
other infrastructure within the life of current plans for the existing 900 homes already approved and a lot more
homes and workspace.
4. I'm advised that the MP and the shadow cabinet member for highways have argued repeatedly, that the
impact of A515 HGVs on the historic centre of Ashbourne has been extreme for decades, is extreme now and will
be made worse by the general increase of HGV weights and numbers and the further increases that will arise
from recent approvals and current allocations. I’m told the local plan group has figures and pictures.
5. I'm advised that if DCC is led by a Conservative administration after 4th May, the offer of a lease for travellers
will be withdrawn. In which case both issues, travellers and A515, will be open to radical review during the EIP.

Whether or not that happens, it seems to me that the Plan must enable and encourage an integrated
and enthusiastic bid for the A515 by pass.
How?
I represented the PDNPA, on the DDDC's £22m Bakewell-wide project board consisting of many
individual parts, and many sources of funding. It succeeded against some sectoral opposition through
judicial review, and a testing visit to London. Appendix A
All barriers, practical, political and psychological, to a bid for the A515 and several related issues must
be removed. That will include





the continued reservation of the land at Watery Lane for A515 and other infrastructure
the allocation of any further land to the 900 and 8 acres for housing or industry to be
rigorously conditional on prior installation of infrastructure
an invitation to all interests to set up an Ashbourne Partnership or similar and add in other
ambitions for the town and hinterland.
a community led approach throughout

I request the Inspector to support the creation of a CIC or CLT or project partnership board for
Ashbourne. Appendix B
John
John Youatt: community and renewables planner green activist 01629636241
I also add at Appendix C the clarification in April 2017 of Government guidance concerning brown
field land, relevant to the offer of the clean brownfield site, the Woodyard Homesford – see earlier
statement.

Appendix A
A flyer about the 1998 Bakewell project.

Appendix B
Statement on CLTs and Garden Villages from Regional CLT

Appendix C
Government policy on brownfield land 21st April 2017
I interpret this as further commitment by DCLG to the use of brownfield land, especially for
homes.
In my earlier statements, I’ve confirmed that my client’s land at the Woodyard Homesford is
clean brownfield land with established uncontrolled uses and other permissions. It has the
benefit of a pre-application advice in favour of camping pods. It is a sustainable site in the
sense that it is very well accessed to road and bus services and trails. It is available for sale
today provided there is a reasonable planning basis for valuation.
I’ve asked the Inspector to note the potential uses and indicate to the Council which he
considers approvable.
Mr Yarwood has confirmed that the Appeal decision to dismiss the appeal against 9 travellers
pitches is unsound.
My clients urge the Inspector to resolve the vicious circle and agree one or more of the
proposed uses. In my view this site is approvable in the context of the 21st April statement

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/brownfield-registers-and-permission-in-principle/brownfield-registers-and-permission-in-principle-frequently-asked-questions
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